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Claim Manager is the core module of EDIinsight®

Realize
Off-The-Charts
Revenue Cycle
Efficiency.

that improves the entire billing and collections
process from claim submission to workflow
management. Claim Manager loads your claims,
automatically checks them for errors, and shows
which claims are valid and which need to be
corrected. Users can easily create, correct and
track claims while reducing rejections. Users
can also manage the revenue cycle for every
claim, including secondary claims and Workers’
Compensation claims.

EDIinsight Claim Manager module makes available the status of all claims, including eligibility information,
in real-time in a single view.

FEATURES
• Send claims to payers electronically.
• Over 98.5% ﬁrst-pass clean claim rate.
• Get real-time claim status instantly.
• Correct invalid claims online in real-time.
• Click on a claim to see: complete history, current status (valid or invalid) and all payer responses.
• Secondary Claims – Easily create and edit, and identify with ease when claims are invalid.
• Challenge underpayments successfully before it is too late.
• Prove claims were ﬁled on time with a “Timely Filing letter”.
• File Workers’ Compensation claims electronically and include supporting documents.
• Access all claims data from a single screen to check status, make corrections and resubmit claims.
• Claim Manager can integrate with your Practice Management system.

EDIinsight is a Registered Trademark of Practice Insight, LLC.
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100% ERA Solution
Nothing slows your revenue cycle like dealing with
paper correspondence from payers. Yet, most

Eliminate Paper
Remittances and
Their Associated
Workflows,
and Transcend
Basic Lockbox
Functionality.

providers currently receive just 60 to 80% of
remittances electronically. Thankfully, EDIinsight®
100% ERA Solution offers you industry-exclusive
functionality that removes paper EOBs from the
equation completely.
Virtually every financial institution offers a lockbox;
however, you can only get this value-added 100%
ERA capability through EDIinsight. No other vendor
will accept and scan your paper remittances,
confidently create and attach 835s to the claim and
prepare an accurate, post-able file. With EDIinsight
100% ERA Solution, your practice will have all payer
correspondence electronically in one place with a
consolidated workflow for optimal claim denial and
underpayment management and reporting.

A Quicker Turn on Your Money.
When you combine 100% ERA Solution with our lockbox, we get your payments to your bank generally
within a few hours of receipt, no later than 48 hours. Bottom line, our lockbox does not hold your money
for the purpose of drawing interest. Timely daily deposits translate to better cash flow and no more
hassling with visits to the bank. This is in stark contrast to most practices, which prepare bank deposits
several times a week.

Images of EOB

ANSI 835

More time for
revenue enhancement
Reports (Deposit, Exception,
Non-Financial Data, etc.)

(Left) [YOUR BRAND] oﬀers
a modern, streamlined view of
the 835 received from payers
in order to easily process
the EOB. This view can also
be rendered in MREP or PC
Print view in accordance with
Medicare’s guidelines.

(Right) All original information from the payer is
captured using the latest imaging technology and
delivered to the customer in the form of workable
tasks. This way, no data is compromised
and all data can be organized to ensure total
accountability.

ERA Denial Manager is a powerful tool designed to track, manage and report data trends for all incoming ERAs.
Through the ERA Denial Manager interface, providers are able to view transactions denied for a speciﬁc group or
reason code, print an EOB for a speciﬁc claim, assign denials to staﬀ for follow-up, and view the detail payment and
allowed amounts for a billed charge.

When processing
remittances from the
payer, often times
the EOB may not
provide the full picture
of the claim being
adjudicated. The ERA
Summary combines
all submitted claim
information, ERA
information, and
denial prescriptions
and assignments in
to one easy to read
Transaction Summary
report.

FEATURES
• A paperless solution that effectively eliminates paper-based EOBs and remittances
• All payer correspondence in one, consolidated, electronic file for easy access, action and development
of reporting metrics
• Improved efficiencies through faster cash flow and a reduction in AR days
• Elimination of numerous manual processes, including opening and processing mail, and preparing and
taking deposits to the bank
• All converted paper correspondence may be posted back to your practice management system,
including the original scan, tagged non-financial information, post-able 835s and any deposit
information
• When integrated with EDIinsight Task Manager, response tasks can be created for dealing with the
following: Lockbox ERA Files, EOB Images, Non-Financial Images, Deposit Reports, Incomplete 835
Reports, Exception Reports, Exception Images and New Responses
• Allows for 100% denial management though ERA Denial Manager, which facilitates customized
workflows and the assignment of denials to staff by remittance denial group, reason, remark codes,
payor, alpha, etc.
• Two processes, ERA and paper, combined into one for greater efficiency

EDIinsight is a Registered Trademark of Practice Insight, LLC.
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Eligibility

Tighten the
revenue cycle by
determining patient
benefits prior to
their visit and
collect payments
while they’re onsite.

As patients continue to be responsible for
a larger portion of their medical bills, your
practice’s ability to determine insurance
benefit details in advance has never been
more important. EDIinsight® Eligibility lets
you know exactly how much you need
to collect from patients, or if you need to
have them sign an Advance Beneficiary
Notice (ABN) during their office visit. The
result is reduced days in AR, better cash
flow and minimized exposure to delayed
compensation or nonpayment.

Give Your Practice Front-End Eligibility Insight.
A significant advantage EDIinsight Eligibility offers practices is its easy-to-read, well-organized,
HTML 271 Eligibility response format. Unlike other vendors’ practically indecipherable
reports, our actionable response layout always places benefit information in the same
place categorically, which eliminates time spent searching for the details you need. Further,
conflicting subscriber or coverage information is highlighted in red in our response reports for
immediate identification. EDIinsight Eligibility’s drastically superior functionality and features
repeatedly impress physician practices seeking to tighten their revenue cycle.

Accepted Eligibility Request Methods:
1. ANSI 270 file
2. Comma-separated value file or flat file
3. Manual, one-off request within Eligibility

Enhanced Eligibility
Commonly used when requesting eligibility for
specialties, our Enhanced Eligibility service is
invaluable when interfacing with payers who
do not support the ANSI 270/271 transaction.
In those instances, we will automatically go to
the payer’s website, screen scrape this eligibility
information and return it to you in the 271
response format.

EDIinsight Eligibility’s Newest
Enhancement: Real-Time
Eligibility Discovery
This new functionality is extremely helpful
when you have no idea if the patient has
coverage. Based on geographic region, we
will check all of the government payers
as well as likely commercial payers for
benefits. As soon as we locate coverage, we
immediately return the request results. If
there is no coverage, you will know to collect
from the patient or set up a payment plan via
EDIinsight Electronic Payment Processing.

EDIinsight Eligibility’s drastically
superior response report format
is a game changer for physician
practices.

FEATURES
• Easily read, consistently formatted, HTML response report
• Multiple methods to submit eligibility requests
• Accepts flat files, such as appointment schedule files, in order to integrate with virtually any
PM system
• Eligibility requests are processed in real-time, even when batch submitted
• Submit one-off eligibility requests for specific specialties or for unexpected, walk-in patients
• Easily identify conflicting subscriber information on responses
• Print List report is a powerful tool for front desk personnel, as it allows them to know in advance
how much to collect from patients each day
• Back-end eligibility checks that are advantageous to billing companies
• New Enhanced Eligibility and Eligibility Discovery functionalities
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Patient Cost Estimation Solution

Providing an Accurate,
Timely Cost Estimation
Facilitates a Better
Patient Experience,
Allows You to Secure
Compensation in
Advance and Minimizes
Collection Efforts.

EDIinsight® Patient Cost Estimation Solution
not only offers your patients much-appreciated
transparency into the cost of a prospective
procedure; it also gives you an advantage
when it comes to getting paid, faster. There
are a lot of patient cost estimators on the
market, but none rival the accuracy of our
solution. Because Practice Insight® has access
to the data—eligibility information, ERAs and
how much you’ve been compensated for a
given procedure over time—we are uniquely
positioned to provide a much more accurate
estimation.

An Estimate in Advance Makes Medical Costs
Easier to Swallow and Collect.
Just think of patient cost estimates as the cost of doing business. Some states, like the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, even require them by law. However, providers have just as much to gain from a patient cost estimation
as patients, if it’s accurate. EDIinsight Patient Cost Estimation Solution delivers the most accurate estimate available
today. With it, you can collect more money upfront, before it slips out your door and you have to chase it. The unmatched
accuracy of our estimation solution also helps prevent the need to cut refund checks due to over estimations.

Don’t Underestimate EDIinsight Patient Cost Estimation
Solution’s Flexibility and Ease of Use.
It’s never been easier to generate a clear and accurate estimation of what’s covered by the insurance payer and what
the patient will owe. Processing a patient’s eligibility information—including easily adjusted co-pays and deductibles—
in combination with your contract fee schedules and expected allowed amounts from previous ERAs for a specific
procedure, EDIinsight Patient Cost Estimation Solution is almost always right on the money.
Providers can run a patient cost estimation at any point during the patient encounter, but the earlier the better. You
may provide the patient with a printed copy of the cost estimate, ask for an upfront payment or set up a payment
plan. Providers can even accept a payment at the time of the estimate. The payment information can be automatically
populated back to your Practice Management system.

An Easy Three-Step Process
1.
Launch

2.
Calculate

3.

Estimate &
Collect

Enter
procedure
codes.

Review & modify
estimated
calculations.

Present
estimation and
collect payment.

Users will need to have
EDIinsight® Eligibility services to
access the Patient Cost Estimation
tool. When an Eligibility Request
has been created for a patient,
highlight that record and select the
Patient Cost Estimation button.

The Calculation Screen gives users
the ability to view and change the
estimated rates for the selected
procedures as well as add or
apply any other rates like co-pay,
deductibles, coinsurance or out-ofpocket maximums.

The Patient Cost Estimation
Screen gives users the final
estimation of what the patient will
owe for the selected procedure.
This page can be printed and given
to the patient as notice of what
they are expected to pay.

Be upfront with your patients about procedure costs and collect more money upfront for services rendered. It’s a win-win
with EDIinsight Patient Cost Estimation Solution. For further information, or to request a personalized, no-obligation
demo of EDIinsight Patient Cost Estimation Solution, contact us at 713.333.6000 or email sales@practiceinsight.net.

BENEFITS
• Easily generate the most accurate patient cost estimations possible
• Collect a percentage of the procedure costs upfront
• Run a patient cost estimation at any time during the care episode
• Improve the patient’s experience with advance notice of high procedure costs
• Reduce the number of A/R days, statements and bad debt collections
• Customize the cost estimation with co-pays, deductibles, etc.
• Integrate our patient cost estimator solution with your PM
• Turn an inaccurate, painstaking and manual process into an efficient, accurate and automated one

About Practice Insight
Practice Insight’s principals have been deeply immersed in providing services to the healthcare industry since
1977. Together they founded Practice Insight in 2003. Since then the company has grown rapidly by providing fast,
secure, robust, integrated EDI solutions through its industry-leading proprietary software, EDIinsight.
Practice Insight brings the power of EDIinsight to hundreds of varying practice management software brands, and
has partnered with many of the best-known healthcare IT vendors and resellers in North America.
More than 60,000 providers in all 50 states rely on the power of Practice Insight’s technology, which does much
more than connect them to thousands of commercial and government payers to submit claims.
Practice Insight’s software also enables users to track every single claim in real-time, customize claim edits, create
secondary claims, manage their claim workflow, verify patient eligibility, process electronic and printed patient
statements, post patient payments through the Practice Insight portal, recover ERA accounts receivable, monitor
user productivity, analyze all EDI transactions, manage their customer support and much more.
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ERA Denial Manager

ERA Denial Manager is a powerful tool designed to track,

ERA Denial
Manager:
Taking the Pain
Out of Posting.

manage and report data trends for all incoming ERAs.
Through the ERA Denial Manager interface, providers
are able to view transactions denied for a specific group
or reason code, print an EOB for a specific claim, assign
denials to staff for follow-up, and view the detail payment
and allowed amounts for a billed charge. ERA Denial
Manager Reports provide a statistical analysis of ERA data.
Reports give providers a detailed view of trends in denials
by Reason Code, top 10 denials and expected payment
amounts. With Managed Expects, providers can determine
if the maximum allowed amount is being received from
the payer. Through ERA Denial Manager’s integration with
Claim Manager, EDIinsight® provides a powerful tool to the
physician’s office.

ERA Denial Manager’s dashboard provides invaluable real-time metrics in an easy-to-understand format.

FEATURES
• Provides a detailed view of all ERA Transactions in an ERA file. Detailed view includes: charge amount,
amount paid, allowed amount, Claim Adjustment Group and Reason codes.
• Provides users with the ability to sort ERA transactions by CPT® code, check number, Payer, Claims
Adjustment Group and Claim Adjustment Reason Code, and Status.
• Allows users to view ERA transactions by status, including Denied ERA Transactions.
• The Denial Screen allows users to add notes while working denials that will be attached to the ERA
transaction. Users can also add a follow-up status to the ERA transaction such as Paid, Appealed, etc.
• Analysis reports provide data such as a breakdown of CPT codes that were denied for Claim
Adjustment Group Codes and Reason Codes.
• All ERA data is stored in the Expects Table. The table stores the CPT code with modifier, charge
amount, allowed amount and expected paid amount. Users can refer to this table to see if they are
over/under billing an insurance company and compare allowed amounts.

EDIinsight is a Registered Trademark of Practice Insight, LLC.
CPT® copyright 2015 American Medical Association, All rights reserved.
CPT® is a registered trademark of the American Medical Association.
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Clinical Claim Scrubber
Powered by Alpha II

With all of the challenges facing your physician practice,

Submit Cleaner
Claims and
Achieve a
Better First-time
Acceptance Rate
for Your Practice.

dealing with denied or rejected claims may be the
most costly and, fortunately, the most preventable.
EDIinsight® Clinical Claim Scrubber, powered by Alpha II,
can effectively check your claims for accuracy prior to
submission by applying a pre-configured set of edits.
Performing standard structural validation and advanced
clinical claim scrubbing, Clinical Claim Scrubber quickly
returns clear and concise error messages in an easy-toread, integrated response report. Also, only the portion of
the report that is relevant to a specific claim is attached
to that claim for immediate reference and correction.
Clean up your coding with our Clinical Claim Scrubber
and significantly decrease rejections and denials;
realize more accurate, optimal reimbursement and
reduce AR days.

The EDIinsight Clinical Claim Scrubber response report is returned in an intuitive, easy-to-read HTML format with
all of the information required to eﬃciently work the claims immediately accessible, including policy hyperlinks.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Analyze claims from the payers’ perspective
Scrub both institutional and professional claims
Edits can be configured by claim type
Create and customize edits for your practice
Incredibly intuitive and easy-to-read HTML
response report
• An XML response report may be ported to your
practice management system
• Scrubber messages are parsed and attached
to each invalid claim for easy and immediate
reference

• Assign invalid claims to specific users by error
type or other parameters with EDIinsight Task
Manager
• Disable or enable based on payor or claim type
• Sequence codes by highest relative value units
(RVUs)
• Check CPT®/ICD-10 combos to ensure medical
necessity
• Supports ICD-10 procedure and diagnosis
codes

CPT® copyright 2015 American Medical Association, All rights reserved. CPT® is a registered trademark of the American Medical Association.

A Sampling of EDIinsight Clinical Claim Scrubber Edits
EDIinsight Clinical Claim Scrubber, powered by Alpha II, allows for the verification of the accuracy of both
professional and institutional claims and/or professional encounters against thousands of coding
and billing requirements with real-time turnaround. Claim accuracy is verified using the industry’s
most comprehensive clinical scrubbing database built with years of continued development. Below
is a mere sampling of the numerous data elements that drive the thousands of edits contained in
EDIinsight Clinical Claim Scrubber.

Sample CPT Edits

Sample Diagnosis Edits

Sample Modifier Edits

Sample Medical
Necessity

Code Validity

Age specific

Bilateral Services

Proprietary Clinical
Defensibility

Max Units Allowed

Laterality Mismatch

E/M Services

Commercial Policies

Questionable Services

Gender specific

Technical / Professional

Medicare LCD and NCD
Policies

Conditionally Bilateral

Onset of Injury / Illness

Separately Identifiable

Medicaid Policies

Individually Bilateral

Inclusionary /
Exclusionary

Multi Surgery

Inherently Bilateral

Mental Health

Therapy

Add-on w/o Parent

Etiology / Manifestation
Sequence

Anesthesia

Blood Services

Cosmetic

Surgical Team

Blood Products

Qualifier Validation

Global Fee Period

Statutory Exclusions

Ambulance Transport

Unclassified Drugs

Reduced Services

Nuclear Med

Repeat Procedure

Partial Hospitalization

Multiple Procedure

Psychotherapy
Lab Services
Device Codes
Bundling
Prof/Tech Component
Multi Proc Adjustment
Gender Designation
Supervision

EDIinsight is a Registered Trademark of Practice Insight, LLC.
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Reports & Dashboards

Leverage Real-Time
Revenue Cycle
Data for the Timely
Diagnosis of Issues
and More Informed
Decision-Making.

Data mining is transforming the business of
healthcare. With the ability to capture relevant
revenue cycle data metrics and present them
in easily understood and actionable formats,
administrators and managers on multiple levels
of a healthcare enterprise are empowered to spot
trends, adjust strategies on the fly and help avoid
costly, previously undetected errors.
Whether presented at a very high level on a
dashboard or in greater detail with carefully
defined parameters in a report, the insight gleaned
from contemporary revenue cycle data can help
providers to better manage every aspect of the
revenue cycle.

Dashboarding is quickly finding favor with healthcare administrators eager to keep their finger on the pulse of revenue
cycle key performance indicators. EDIinsight® Dashboards deliver an at-a-glance, graphic depiction of revealing and
continually updated data, and afford transparency into the claim submission and adjudication process. EDIinsight
Reports deliver timely revenue cycle data to individuals throughout a healthcare organization, based on permissions.
Offering a deeper dive into the data, two types of reports may be generated: more standardized Web Browser reports
and Web DataMiner reports with greater customization and specificity. Both report types are accessible at the
application level and through EDIinsight Report Manager.

From Data to Decisions: EDIinsight® Reports and Dashboards
With such diverse and telling data now at your disposal, we divide your data into five different classes. Claim
Reports analyze data generated by EDIinsight Claim Manager. Dashboard Reports generate charts and graphs to
impart both claim and ERA data. ERA Denial Manager Reports utilize EDIinsight ERA Denial Manager to create
reports based on 835s received from payers. Statement Manager Reports chronicle statement/billing data for
claims transmitted via EDIinsight software. And Enterprise-Level Management Reports present a 10,000-foot view
of performance data.
While EDIinsight offers numerous reporting options based on a wide variety of data, here are just a few examples of
Reports that are very popular with our users.

WEB BROWSER REPORTS
• Clean Claim Report – Extremely popular, this report

• Claim Summary – Providing a clear picture of where

sheds light on your first-time claim acceptance rate

your facility stands at a given point in time, this report

and offers drill-down capability for examining error

is a summarization of claims to date by claim status

causes categorically

and combines pie charts with text claims status totals

• ICD-10 Code Analysis – This report analyzes all of the
claim data and ICD-9 codes within a 30-day range.

and watchdog alerts
• Zero Paid Claim Report – Tracks claims that are paid

Using GEMs mapping, it correlates that data to the

with zero dollar amount, includes Claim IDs facilitating

appropriate ICD-10 diagnosis codes

deeper analysis through EDIinsight Claim Manager

WEB DATAMINER REPORTS
• Claim Analysis – Providing overall claim analysis

• Claim Rejection Analysis – Analyze rejects from

capability, this broad-based report enables users to

a specific payer, including denial messages which

drill down into claims by creation date, as well as

indicate a trend that needs to be remedied

export to Excel
• Claim Error Analysis – Facilitating a closer look at
front-end error causes, this report often uncovers

• Transactions Analysis – Breakdown and dig deeper
into specific transactions on a claim, e.g. CPT® codes
by diagnosis

issues generated by a provider’s PM
CPT® copyright 2015 American Medical Association, All rights reserved. CPT® is a registered trademark of the American Medical Association.

Use Virtually Any Type of Claim Data to Drive Dashboards
Displayed via intuitive charts with hover text, EDIinsight

ERA Dashboards are easily created through EDIinsight

Dashboards allow for the immediate analysis of any data

ERA Denial Manager. Among the many ERA dashboard

appearing on an 835 claim. Here are just a few:

reports we offer, here’s a small sampling:

• Claim status

• Adjudication Summary

• Claim aging by amount

• Top Five Denial Codes

• Top initial rejects

• Aged Cash graph

• Top five rejected payers

• DSO (Days Sales Outstanding) by Procedure Code

(Above) EDIinsight Dashboards aﬀord
unprecedented insight into key performance
indicators for the revenue cycle, while keeping
the data metrics concise and uncomplicated.
(Right) EDIinsight Reports, such as this Clean
Claim Report, may be generated on an ad hoc
or recurring basis and oﬀer the users greater
ﬂexibility and customization.

FEATURES
• Up-to-the minute reports based on real-time revenue cycle data are easily generated and shared
• Dashboard reports afford the instant understanding of a provider’s revenue cycle status
• Dashboards present numerous charts or graphs, and are effortlessly edited or refreshed
• Reports may be scheduled and are automatically delivered to the appropriate users based on
permissions and clearances
• Users may access Reports at either the application level or via EDIinsight Report Manager
• Reports are available in two general forms: Web Browser Reports and Web DataMiner Reports
• Web Browser Reports are more standard reports generated using basic, predetermined input criteria
• Advanced, Web DataMiner Reports are dynamic and customizable with greater filtering, sorting and
control of data fields
• Web DataMiner Reports give users the ability to create and save custom report templates that can be
used by others in the future
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EDIinsight is a Registered Trademark of Practice Insight, LLC.

Task Manager

Task Manager is an integrated part of EDIinsight®

Ensure No Task or
Claim Is Forgotten
with Flexible,
Easy-To-Use
Workflow
Management.

that allows a user to create tasks. These tasks
will assist the user in creating a product workflow
in EDIinsight, ensuring follow-up on important
EDI transactions. Through Task Manager you can
create tasks to follow-up on rejected or invalid
claims, Timely Filing, denied claims, invalid
eligibility requests, denied ERA transactions and
open support issues.

Task Manager’s
at-a-glance dashboard
helps drive more
eﬃcient workflow
decision-making.

FEATURES
• Allows user to create tasks for all modules: Claim Manager, ERA Manager, Statement Manager,
Eligibility Manager and Support Manager.
• Comes standard with EDIinsight; and when conﬁgured will be the starting application for a user.
• Tasks are dynamic, and totals are updated as EDI transactions are worked and new items are received.
• Users can create tasks to view EDI transactions by their status, aging date, dollar amount, provider
and other additional selection criteria.
• Task types are tied to the corresponding window in EDIinsight, allowing the user to have full
functionality from the Task Manager screen.
• Administrators can view tasks at the entity level or enterprise-wide.

Task Examples
• Claims that are not in a paid status and are over a certain number of days.
• Claims that are Invalid only for Clinical Claim Scrubbing Errors.
• Eligibility Requests that are Invalid because of missing information or are Rejected by the Insurance Payor.
• Denied ERA transactions that are denied with a speciﬁc Claim Adjustment Group or Reason Code.

EDIinsight is a Registered Trademark of Practice Insight, LLC.
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